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Introduction 
 
Now that you have begun to clarify your coaching services and message – as well as your tribe -– 
it’s time to consider exactly HOW you will organize your process, system or blueprint so that you 
can replicate it time after time with your ideal clients.  
 
Your Signature System 
 
Why Use a Signature System 
 
What would it be like if:  

• You knew exactly what your clients wanted – and could consistently provide it to them? 
• You knew specifically how your topics or cause is different from those of others?  
• The media sought you out for your expertise on the topic(s) you most like to talk and write 

about?  
• You felt comfortable turning away clients when they didn’t fit your Tribe description? 
• Your customers were ready to buy your new program or product even before you had 

finished it? 

Would that feel good to you? It is completely attainable by developing a “Signature System” from 
your Core Story. Yes, this requires some thought and some self-examination. What you most want 
to share, and what your ideal client or supporter most wants to receive, must mesh if you are to 
successfully create a following that is loyal to you for the long-term (and a profitable business, if 
you are an entrepreneur). Your services will then simply help them apply the solution you are 
offering in their everyday experience.  

Many coaches struggle in marketing and selling their services – or enrolling supporters - because 
their offering is too intangible. It sounds just like what others with the same skills offer! Therefore, it 
becomes hard to convince a customer that the person is credible, that they will achieve a specific 
result, or even what the process will be to get there in an introductory conversation.  
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The answer to this challenge is a Signature System – or SS for short. The SS gives the prospect a 
roadmap of the process. They know where they are now and where they want to go – but SS lays 
out the journey for them to attain the exact result they were seeking!  

For example, one of my Signature Systems is the Authentic Vocation™ Model of Career Design. 
People who are dissatisfied in their jobs – or have been let go – are looking for a sequence of 
steps to take and issues to consider that will lead them to their ideal next job. My system has them 
look at eight factors – in order - beginning with life purpose, values, and motivators, and then 
exploring skills, work experience, job title targets, work environment, and finally “business reality” – 
which tests the viability of their proposed target including compensation as well as number of jobs 
available. With the results of this process in mind, they would then move into the second half of my 
career coaching system – Job Search Mechanics – for their actual job search.  

No longer do they face their search with a vague “I’ve got to get a job now!” feeling – and no 
strategy. And if I were selling them career coaching services, I’m not just saying “Trust me, I know 
what you need.” Instead, I can point to the benchmarks they will reach, share similar clients’ 
experiences (protecting client confidentiality of course), and then it is easy for them to say “yes” to 
hiring me (or one of my graduates).  

In addition to prospective clients or supporters feeling skeptical about investing in an intangible 
service or program, there is another challenge if you don’t have a Signature System. As we saw in 
Lea’s story, without a system, you will find yourself scattered, depleted, and feeling like you are 
constantly running behind.  

What a Signature System Is  

Stated simply, a Signature System is a predictable, replicable model for delivering your services – 
with a unique name that brands the system – to help the client or other user of your system reach 
a desired result and/or solve an important problem.  

It is drawn from your Core Story and simply hones in on the steps you took to overcome the 
challenge you faced.  
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Using a Signature System allows you to have (a) clarity about exactly what you are offering and its 
benefits – which energetically opens the channels of flow and draws clients to you, (b) the ability to 
much more easily and clearly communicate your offerings, and (c) a greater level of confidence in 
your services. Your prospective customer, client or supporter can then choose which of several 
levels of support are right for them, and enrolling them becomes effortless.  

An added benefit is by using a named SS as the focal point for your services, you will be building 
name recognition under that brand, which makes it much easier to establish yourself as an expert 
and Inspirational Thought Leader.  

Creating Your Signature System: Your Own Hero’s Journey  

To develop your own Signature System from your Core Story, read back through it and highlight 
the key turning points that you took in your journey. (Note: these will be the steps you will take 
others through in their journey too!)  

If you developed your story using the Core Story Checklist and Worksheet, you may find the steps 
naturally emerging from your answers to them.  

Virtually every SS I have helped people create – or have benefited from myself! – has followed an 
archetype or “monomyth” known as the Hero’s Journey (see Fig. 5-7) which Joseph Campbell 
popularized in The Hero with a Thousand Faces as early as 1949, and Bill Moyers brought into the 
mainstream with his PBS television interviews of Campbell later on. But it is a cultural archetype 
that is embedded in each of our life lessons – and even more so when one is ready for deep 
transformation of the type you may be facilitating with your services.  

The “Call to Adventure” is the feeling of discontentment – or outright pain – that you feel when a 
change is needed. It could be anything from an unfulfilling job to an auto accident or medical 
diagnosis; a frustration with an ongoing series of unsatisfying relationships to the death of a loved 
one. Suddenly, life as you knew it is no longer enough.  

This leads to the Threshold – do you accept the call and be willing to look more deeply into its 
message, or do you reject it? As we discussed in chapter 2, rejecting it will lead to even further 
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unhappiness.  

Crossing the threshold into the zone of exploration, a Mentor or Helper often appears. (Indeed, I 
may be that mentor or helper for you in your Inspirational Thought Leader’s journey!) This person 
models the transformation you desire for you, and helps reassure you as you continue going 
deeper within yourself.  

You will then encounter numerous Challenges – and perhaps Temptations (especially to try to go 
back to the way things were – but the road is no longer open to that!). Some attempts at a solution 
will not work, and you may feel even greater pain and discomfort.  

Finally, you hit bottom – you reach the “Abyss.” You realize something that absolutely “rocks your 
world” – and suddenly see everything differently. You may realize that the accident gave you 
unusual and special insights or gifts, as Lea did. You may find that that last in a series of 
relationship breakups gave you the seeds of a new way of processing life changes, as Amy did. Or 
you may realize that what you thought was most important in life really doesn’t matter as much as 
you thought it did – as many people did during the recession of 2009 to 2011 as their job security, 
mortgage, home, and financial reserves disappeared.  

This is the turning point. Now you have had a Revelation, you have been transformed. And you are 
ready to begin the upward momentum which requires that you integrate your newfound awareness 
into your daily life. If it was a new awareness about yourself or your life’s priorities, it may well have 
a widespread change in virtually every area of your life! But whether limited in scope or pervasive, 
this new awareness now becomes part of who you are.  

The final stage of the Hero’s Journey is the Return. Now that you have learned the life lesson you 
came into your life to learn, and have incorporated it into who you are, it’s time to share it with 
others grappling with the same challenge. This is the point where you look behind you (figuratively) 
and find there are many people on their life journey that are now struggling in the way you were. 
Your compassion enables you to share your insights with them – in the form of your Signature 
System – and help shortcut their process, reduce their pain, and empower them to move through 
their journey with your reassurance as their mentor.  
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We diagram this cycle of transformation as a circle so that we can see the progression, downward 
until the abyss, and back upward through the return. But in addition, it can be thought of as a 
spiral: once you complete the Return at one level, it naturally leads into the next higher level of Call 
to Adventure – and your journey begins again.  

This is why a Signature System is not the same as a list of bullet points, attributes, or agenda 
items. A true Signature System will communicate a process that is transformational. By the end of 
the cyclical process, the person (your customer, client, or supporter of your cause) will be different 
than when they began.  

Not only will they have the tools they need to solve the problem with which they came to you – they 
will have changed in a deep, lasting and profound way.  

This cyclical pattern follows the pattern from initial calling - Life Purpose - through the challenges of 
their Core Story, learning the lessons from the Revelation which becomes their Signature System, 
clarifying who else is facing similar challenges – Tribe – and how to communicate the SS – with 
premium packages. It continues in the Return by using online and offline Marketing to reach the 
Tribe, Sacred Client Engagement (aka sales) to enroll the Tribe member into the system, and a 
Leveraged Growth and Expansion Plan to allow the message to touch even more Tribe members.  

Recap your Core Story here: 
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Now, identify 5 to 8 major steps that you took – from the “before”/pain to the “after”/desired result 
and list them below: 

 

1. 

 

 

2. 
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3. 

 

 

4. 

 

 

5. 

 

 

6. 

 

 

7. 

 

 

8. 
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  Signature System Checklist 

1.How did you do that?   

2.What bothers you about the problem you are committed to solving?   

3.Where did your passion originate?   

4.Why did you get into this business or line of work initially?   

5.What was the most significant experience in your life?   

6.What was your biggest wound in childhood?   

7.What would you most love to help others do?   

8.What are you most proud of in your life?   

9.What was the biggest lesson you have learned in life/work?   

10. What would you change in the world, if you could change anything?   

11. What did your parents teach you that you would counsel others to do differently, 
based on your life experience?  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Naming Your Signature System  

The final step in defining your Signature System is to give it a name. The most successful and well-
known Coaches teach a specific system that represents their solution. For example: it’s not just a 
personal growth process – for Amy it’s the Star in Your Own Life Story system. It’s not just any old 
way to coach – it’s my three-step QuantumShift Coaching System. Whether the thought leader’s 
expertise is finance and wealth building (Suze Orman, Dave Ramsey), health and fitness (Andrew 
Weil, Bill Phillips), real estate and business building (Robert Allen, John Assaraf), personal growth 
(Tony Robbins, Wayne Dyer) or any other field, what makes them memorable and well known is 
their proprietary – and personally developed –systems.  

The ideal name will sound groundbreaking, “cool,” new and different (even though it may be 
ancient wisdom in a new form). It may combine existing words in a new way, it may spell an 
acronym (i.e., one word in the system for each letter in the name), or it may simply be descriptive. 
But it will be the identity that your business or foundation – and all of its offerings – will be known 
by. So it deserves some careful thought, meditation, and consideration.  

Our higher wisdom actually speaks to us – I believe – through domain (web site) names. I have a 
running list of 150 to 200 names I own, buying those that describe ideas for new products, 
services, classes and even businesses as I think of them. The majority do not get renewed after 
one year – but this way I have the identity I want for the offerings with which I decide to move 
forward.  

To clarify some of the words you want to consider for your SS name, get a packet of index cards 
and write one word each on several of them. Spread them out on a table and start moving the 
around like jigsaw puzzle pieces – in different combinations – to see what new variations emerge.  

Also take some time to sit in meditation, with a pad and pen beside you, and ponder what your 
Inner Self suggests as possible names. The name may occur to you in the shower, while driving, or 
in a random moment. It may even come from someone else (as the final title for this book did!). 
There is an energy and a vibration to the offering you have – allow it to come to you, instead of 
forcing it or trying to “make it” happen quickly.  
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Then, when you have one or more names you would like to use, get on http://www.godaddy.com 
or a similar site and see if the .com version of that name is available. If it is not, don’t settle for the 
.net or .biz or .us name – do not use the SS name unless you can buy the .com domain. 
(Otherwise you can be inadvertently helping someone else brand their system and create 
confusion in the marketplace too!)  

Domains are inexpensive – a little over $10 each at this writing. Buy the one(s) you like, then get 
feedback on them from your mentor or coach, or at least a few friends or colleagues, and be sure 
the meaning you intend is clearly communicated. If they think it means something else and you 
have to explain it, go back to the drawing board and find another domain.  

In addition, before you make a final decision as to what to call your system, also check Google to 
see what other businesses or web sites or foundations come up in a search for the same keywords 
as your name. And finally, check Amazon’s books section to see if anyone has written a book that 
has a title sounding like your system. It’s actually a good thing to find other titles in the general 
subject area – just be sure you can distinguish yours against the others in your marketing.  

Below, list some possible names for your Signature System: 
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Now, do some research online at www.whois.com or www.godaddy.com and see what domains 
are available.  Write your results here (and keep looking until the .com version is available – don’t 
help someone else brand by using .net or .us!): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is the final name you  have chosen – and the domain – for your Signature System? 
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Remember, a Signature System is NOT: 

• A list of features 
• A description of your Tribe 
• A description of your services 

How to Know You Have Found Your Signature System  

When you discover the message that for you is your Signature System, it will:  

• Feel like your most passionate, deeply meaningful cause that you would willingly spend 
your life promoting or crusading for or against  

• Resonate and connect at a core level with your clients, customers, constituents or others 
who join you in sharing the message and supporting the result 

• Make a positive difference in – and contribution to – the world or some segment of it   
• Light you up when you talk about it (so marketing is contagious and can quickly become 

viral)! 
• Be leverageable – especially if you form a business around it – so that it is the predictable 

system around which you develop all of your offerings and platform 

It takes courage to stand for something you feel strongly about – and particularly if it stems from 
your deeply felt life experience, as your Core Story and Signature System likely will! But by daring 
to act on your dream, sharing your passion, and reaching out to help others just a few steps behind 
you on the path, you will also experience a fulfillment and satisfaction few have known.  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Growth Work This Week: 
 

1. Craft your Signature System. 
2. Continue refining your introduction:  I help ________________ do/overcome 

________________ so that they can _____________________.   
3. Test the name of your Signature System with some prospective Tribe members. 
4. Share your insights and questions in our Facebook group! 
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Dear Wealthy Womanpreneur in Training, 
 

Good for you!  You have now created a strong foundation for your 6- and 7-figure business with your 
Signature System. 
 
Module 4 will be coming your way soon, and you’ll get to create your first coaching package and start 
charging premium prices for your services! 
 
You’re ready for this – never doubt that you are special, that you have a unique mission and purpose, 
and that we’ve come together because it’s the right time for you to SHINE! 
 
To your wealth and success, 
 

Marcia 
 
 

 
 
 


